Aamodt Decision for Members of the Tesuque Mutual Domestic
Water Consumers Association – Communication #6



What decision will the Members of the Tesuque MDWCA be called
upon to make?
o

The Members of Tesuque MDWCA will be asked to vote on whether to continue
our Association as an independent provider of water or to merge with the
Pojoaque Basin Regional Water System and have our water provided by this new
system when it is built

 Do individual members of Tesuque MDWCA elect to join PBRWS or
does Tesuque MDWCA make the election on behalf of all the Members
based on the vote by the Membership?
o When it becomes necessary to make the decision, there will be a vote by the
Members on this issue and the majority vote of the Members will determine the
decision for the Association.

 Is there a specific date for Tesuque MDWCA election to participate or
not participate in the Pojoaque Basin Regional Water System
(PBRWS)?
o The specific date for making this decision is not specified in the Aamodt
Agreement and will be set by the Court. However, The Board of Tesuque
MDWCA continues to work towards providing our Members with answers to
questions that are relevant to making an informed decision when the timing is
specified.

 How will the election by the Members take place?

o When the date of the election is known, each Member will have the opportunity
to vote in person at a Special Meeting of Members or may vote by mailing in a
ballot that will be provided to each Member. There will be one vote per
Membership, with a simple majority vote determining the outcome of the vote.

 Is the deadline for the election the same for Tesuque MDWCA’s and
for individual well owners?
o The answer will not be known until the Court that is administering the
Agreement has communicated a specific date for the decision.

This communication is part of the Board’s ongoing effort to inform our Members on
issues related to the potential impacts of the Aamodt Agreement.

